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INTEGRATED
TOILETS

Acacia Evolution Integrated Toilet
(Auto Open-Close Seat and Cover)
TBC

Siphon
305 mm, S-Trap
3.5 / 5 Litres
Square Bowl
Posterior, Anterior Cleansing
Auto Nozzle Self Cleaning
Dry Function
Deodorizer

ACACIA EVOLUTION
INTEGRATED TOILET

Acacia Evolution Integrated Toilet
(Manual Open-Close Seat and Cove)

Inspired by form and simplicity,
Acacia Evolution’s integrated toilet
is elegantly sculptured. This deluxe
one-piece toilet is designed with a
combination of ergonomic
principals and glamorous form.
With curves that contour perfectly
to your body and technologically
equipped with revolutionary
enhancements to provide the
ultimate in comfort and hygiene.

TBC

Siphon
305 mm, S-Trap
3.5 / 5 Litres
Square Bowl
Posterior, Anterior Cleansing
Auto Nozzle Self Cleaning
Dry Function
Deodorizer

FEATURES AND
FUNCTIONS

SIPHON FLUSHING

INSTANT HEATING SYSTEM

WATER SAVING

HEATED SEAT

AUTOMATIC FLUSH

CUTTING EDGE REMOTE CONTROL

AUTOMATIC LID

MAIN BODY EMERGENCY BUTTON

SLOW CLOSING SEAT & COVER

DUAL NOZZLES

DRYER

ANTIBACTERIAL PROTECTION

Cleans the bowl thoroughly with a powerful
siphon flushing system

Uses only 3.5L for half flush and 5L for
full flush, providing you with considerable
water savings

Motion-activated, hands-free flushing

A sensor detects your presence, and
automatically opens and closes the lid

Gentle and quiet closing action

Computer-memorized settings are
adjustable and can be kept at the same
settings as previous user’s

Instant heating system ensures a stable
water temperature

Temperature can be easily adjusted
for comfort

All bidet functions can be operated via a
handy remote control

Allows you to manually flush the
integrated toilet

Equipped with dedicated front and rear
cleansing nozzles

Anti-bacterial resin on seat & cover,
nozzle and remote control ensures
hygienic protection
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INTEGRATED
TOILETS

Aerozen Integrated Toilet
TBC

Siphon
305 mm, S-Trap
6 Litres
Elongated Bowl
Posterior, Anterior Cleansing
Auto Nozzle Self Cleaning
Dry Function
Remote Control Operation

AEROZEN
INTEGRATED TOILET

The AEROZEN, with its dynamic
look and tank-less design, pairs
with advanced automated cleansing
functions to elevate sanitary hygiene
for you and your family.

FEATURES AND
FUNCTIONS

HEATED SEAT

ANTI-BACTERIA

INFRARED SENSOR

DUAL NOZZLE WASH

SLOW CLOSING SEAT & COVER

AUTO SELF CLEANING NOZZLE

QUICK DETACH COVER

NOZZLE SHUTTER

REMOTE CONTROL

CIRCUIT BREAKER

AUTO SENSOR FLUSH

DRYER

Seat can be heated between 28 - 40°C,
with several temperature adjustments.
Setting is computer-memorized and is kept
at same setting as previous user

Equipped with infra-red sensor for
automated flushing

Gentle and quiet closing action

An easy-to-detach seat cover provides for
convenient cleaning of hard-to-reach areas

Can either by hung on wall or hand-held for
ease of operation

Flushes automatically 6 seconds after user
leaves toilet seat

POWER SAVING

Under the power saving mode, water
heating and seat heating functions will
stop, while cleansing and flushing will still
operate. Machine will resume to original
settings after 8 hrs. Keeping seat cover
closed will also save energy

Anti-bacteria addictive applied to
nozzles, seat & cover and remote control
effectively inhibits bacteria breeding.

Equipped with dedicated front and rear
cleansing nozzles, providing a more thorough
and comfortable cleansing experience.

Nozzle tips are rinsed with water before
and after every use

A nozzle shutter prevents waste materials
from getting to the nozzle tips, thus
ensuring better hygiene

Power supply will automatically be cut
off under unusual situations, helping to
conserve energy

Computer-memorized settings are
adjustable and can be kept at the same
settings as previous user’s
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